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mAbs that are sensitive to protein conformation can be helpful in studies of protein structure and function; in particular, mAb fragments are useful reagents in membrane protein crystallization. We immunized mice with the rat 5HT2c serotonin receptor and derived clonal hybridoma cells, which we tested for specific antigen reactivity by using the complementarity of purified protein from bacteria and receptor-embedded mammalian cell membranes. Nine mAbs met our criteria for specificity, affinity, and sensitivity to conformational features. Epitopes were mapped in various additional tests. Five of the nine mAbs have cytoplasmic epitopes, and two of these are sensitive to the ligand state of the receptor. These properties should be useful both for structural analysis and in probes of function.

conformational sensitivity | epitope mapping | membrane protein crystallization

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) can often provide discriminating probes of protein structure and function. Many have great utility as analytical markers for protein identification or affinity tags for protein purification by virtue of their exquisite specificity. Others are useful in functional studies, such as to characterize a molecular surface with respect to protein interactions or to discern conformational changes in response to activity effectors. Some are even effective as therapeutics, as in the case of herceptin (1, 2). Moreover, mAbs can be effective tools for structural biology in that proteins stabilized in complexes with protein ligands are often made more tractable for structure determination. Whereas mAbs raised against peptides suffice as analytical reagents, those used for functional or structural studies generally require binding to conformation-specific epitopes and must be elicited with intact antigens.

There are several examples of the use of mAbs in functional studies. One of considerable relevance for basic biochemistry and for immunology relates to the HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein gp120. A panel of mAbs able to recognize native gp120 was used to identify two molecular surfaces with immunogenic potential, one competitive with the CD4 receptor and another induced by CD4 (3–5) and ultimately shown to be competitive with chemokine coreceptors. Another example concerns the biochemistry of NhaA, a bacterial Na+/H+ antiporter that is strongly regulated by pH (6). A specific mAb was shown to bind only the alkaline pH state of NhaA (7), and epitope mapping disclosed a previously unpredicted conformational change upon activation (8).

Applications of mAbs in structural biology include crystallographic analyses of HIV gp120 structures (9–11), which has intrinsic flexibility, and of respiratory proteins (12, 13) and potassium channels (14, 15), which reside in membranes. Membrane proteins are notoriously difficult to crystallize, which may be due both to their instability in detergent-embedded aqueous phase and also to the unsuitability of detergent-coated lipophilic surfaces for the formation of useful crystal lattice contacts. Monovalent antibody fragments have been shown to aid crystallization (16), both by helping to fix the conformation and by increasing hydrophilic surface for crystal contacts.

mAbs can be obtained in a variety of ways. Approaches fall into two categories, the first by screening against libraries of antibodies, typically presented to the antigen by phage-display methods. The advantage of this technique resides in the ease with which mAbs can be isolated and genetically modified according to their intended utilization, for example, cocrystallization attempts with membrane proteins (17). The disadvantage is in the limit imposed by the number of molecules expressed in any given library. The second, more traditional approach involves immunizing live animals with antigen to elicit a response, isolating all antibody-producing cells, and screening for specificity in a subsequent step. This procedure is usually lengthier and critically dependent on whether an immune response is obtained of sufficient titer, but the antibody variability that can be produced in vivo typically exceeds that displayed by libraries.

The most suitable mAbs for crystallization of membrane proteins are those that bind the target molecule with high affinity at a conformation-sensitive epitope, typically one that comprises more than a polypeptide segment (16). This finding has given rise to the generally accepted guideline that these mAbs should be able to immunoprecipitate their target protein (high affinity) but fail to recognize this protein on immunoblots derived from denaturing gels (three-dimensional sensitivity). Dissociation of the antibody–membrane protein complex during crystallization is an issue for low-affinity interacting partners, whereas the potential for introducing detrimental flexibility between the associated partners is present when the epitope recognized by the mAb is on a single stretch of polypeptide chain (linear epitope). Monovalent fragments appropriate for crystallization can be produced either by papain digestion (Fabs) or by recombinant expression (Fvs or Fabs) in a wide variety of cellular hosts (reviewed in ref. 18).

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a class of membrane proteins that might especially benefit from availability of conformation-sensitive antibodies. These receptors have been notably recalcitrant in crystallization efforts, perhaps in part due to flexibility when extracted from the lipid bilayer and in part due to the limited amount of extramembranous surface. GPCRs are thought to undergo conformational change upon activation by
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ligand binding or other stimulation, and intrinsic flexibility may be essential for function. mAbs could be useful both for stabilization and for enhancing crystallization probability. Although there are numerous mAbs against GPCRs, many of these, such as the 1D4 mAb elicited by the nine C-terminal residues of rhodopsin (19), are against linear epitopes. There are few examples of conformational mAbs for GPCRs. Rhodopsin is an exception (20, 21), and recent work has established appropriate mAbs for the neurotensin receptor (22). Our study here emphasizes GPCRs that respond to serotonin, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT).

Mammals have at least 15 structurally and pharmacologically distinct receptors for serotonin, and all but two of these are GPCR receptors (23). These receptors are classified into seven evolutionary subfamilies, members of which share common signaling linkages. Subfamily 2 is composed of three members (2a, 2b, and 2c), that couple to Gαq, leading to activation of the phospholipase C-β pathway. 5HT2c from rat origin, a protein of 460 aa residues (24) is the focus of the work presented here. This molecule has a predicted 7TM topology, with three sites of N-linked glycosylation (one at the N terminus, and two contiguous on the IV–V loop), and longer than average V–VI loops and C-terminal tail.

We have expressed rat 5HT2c receptors both in bacteria and in mammalian cells. Here we describe the complementary use of the two expression systems to raise and efficiently screen for anti-5HT2c antibodies in mice. Nine candidate mAbs meeting our criteria for specificity and sensitivity to three-dimensionality were further characterized in several additional tests with respect to epitopes on the receptor, responsiveness to state of activation, and cross-reactivity with the human 5HT2c receptor.

Results

Antibody Production. mAbs specific to 5HT2c were generated by immunizing mice with antigen expressed and purified in Escherichia coli as a fusion to periplasmic maltose-binding protein (MBP) (MBP-5HT2c), an established way to generate functional GPCRs in bacteria (25). MBP-5HT2c was purified by means of a streptavidin-binding peptide (26) fused to the C terminus of the receptor. A tobacco-etch virus protease (27) recognition site was introduced to allow cleavage of the fusion. A conventional immunization protocol was followed on four animals. To select the animal best responding to the antigen, reactivity against 5HT2c was assessed by Western blot probed with sera from the animal best responding to the antigen, reactivity against 5HT2c from a different source compared with immunization

Antibody Screening. The first objective was to select hybridomas showing specific reactivity toward 5HT2c. To minimize the number of false positives, while at the same time maximizing the selection of antibodies reactive to a receptor in an as close to native conformation as possible, the initial screen was performed on 5HT2c from a different source compared with immunization by immunocytochemistry on mouse fibroblasts (NIH 3T3 cells) stably expressing 5HT2c with a C-terminal KT3 epitope tag (29). These 5HT2c-expressing cells were mixed in a 50:50 ratio with parental cells and fixed only mildly with paraformaldehyde not to compromise the native structure of the receptor, while at the same time assuring sufficient membrane permeabilization for the identification of antibodies reactive to intracellular epitopes. Cells were costained with rabbit anti-KT3 antibody and supernatants from each single hybridoma culture. Only staining patterns that colocalized with that observed with anti-KT3 were deemed as specific, and the hybridoma was maintained for further analyses. A typical example of this screening procedure is shown in Fig. 1A, in which supernatants from one reactive and one nonreactive hybridoma are displayed. Of the original 480 hybridomas, 33 were maintained for further screening.
The second objective was to select high-affinity binders to 5HT2c. The 33 hybridomas were tested for their ability to immunoprecipitate receptor from detergent-solubilized E. coli membranes expressing MBP-5HT2c. As shown in Fig. 1B, 14 of the 33 hybridomas had secreted antibodies that could immunoprecipitate the solubilized MBP-5HT2c protein; 12 of these 14 hybridomas were sufficiently stable to allow cloning to single cell purity; and 9 of the 12 corresponding antibodies also had sufficiently high affinity to immunoprecipitate 5HT2c derived from mammalian cells. A subset comprising seven of the immunoprecipitated fractions is displayed in Fig. 1C.

Last, the mAbs were tested for their ability to recognize folded as opposed to denatured receptor. The objective of this investigation was to select the most suitable molecules for cocrystallization experiments. The nine mAbs were tested by Western blot analysis against a receptor presumed to be denatured to an unfolded state by SDS and separated by PAGE. As shown in Fig. 1D, when probed against receptor from mammalian cell origin, six of the nine receptor-specific mAbs failed to show a convincing response, although none of these was completely negative. Complete unfolding cannot be assured in these unboiled SDS experiments with detergent-solubilized receptor, however, so we did not consider this screen to be sufficiently indicative to reduce the numbers further. Thus, all nine mAbs were carried forward for additional characterization.

Epitope Mapping. In terms of epitope mapping, the most obvious distinction for an mAb that recognizes a membrane protein is whether it binds to intra- or extracellular regions of its target. To address this question, live mammalian cells, stably transfected with an inducible expression cassette (31, 32) were induced and uninduced for expression of 5HT2c. These were incubated with each individual antibody and subsequently with a fluorescent anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody. Cells were also treated with nuclear stain TOTO-3, shown in blue. Images were captured by confocal microscopy. (B) ELISA comparing reactivity toward 5HT2c of rat and human origin. Membranes (10 μg per well) were plated, and each point was assayed in triplicate. Background, calculated from a control antibody not reactive to 5HT2c, was subtracted from the data. Reactivity toward human and rat protein is shown in blue and red, respectively. 1C4, 3D3, 1A12, and 5D8 recognize the extracellular side of 5HT2c, and 2A11 recognizes the intracellular side. (C) Deglycosylation in the presence of mAbs. Membranes (2.5 μg) from cells induced and uninduced (last two lanes) for expression of 5HT2c were loaded in each lane after preincubation with mAbs and treatment with peptide-N-glycosidase F (PNGase F). The blot was probed with rabbit anti-5HT2c antibody. A sample that was not deglycosylated, a sample that was treated with an intracellular-binding mAb (5H8), and membranes derived from uninduced cells are also shown on the blot.

Fig. 2. Cell sorting to distinguish between extracellular and intracellular reactivity of mAbs to the 5HT2c receptor. HEK 293 GntI cells induced and uninduced for expression of 5HT2c were incubated separately with each mAb and with secondary FITC-conjugated anti-mouse Ab. One hundred thousand cells for every group were passed through a FACS, recording the fluorescence of each cell. Shown are the two resulting fluorescence plots for nine given antibodies in logarithmic scale, one for uninduced (all in purple) and one for induced (different colors) cells. Curves from stained cells exhibiting a strong shift in fluorescence upon receptor expression are shown in the first four plots in red, pink, orange, and yellow.

Fig. 3. Epitope mapping. (A) Immunocytochemistry on HEK 293 cells transiently transfected with empty vector, wild-type 5HT2c, and with constructs in which either the V–VI intracellular loop or the C-terminal tail were deleted. These were stained with either extracellular reactive 1C4 (Upper) or intracellular reactive 2A11 (Lower) mAbs and with CY3-coupled anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody. Cells were also treated with nuclear stain TOTO-3, shown in blue. Images were captured by confocal microscopy. (B) ELISA comparing reactivity toward 5HT2c of rat and human origin. Membranes (10 μg per well) were plated, and each point was assayed in triplicate. Background, calculated from a control antibody not reactive to 5HT2c, was subtracted from the data. Reactivity toward human and rat protein is shown in blue and red, respectively. 1C4, 3D3, 1A12, and 5D8 recognize the extracellular side of 5HT2c, and 2A11 recognizes the intracellular side. (C) Deglycosylation in the presence of mAbs. Membranes (2.5 μg) from cells induced and uninduced (last two lanes) for expression of 5HT2c were loaded in each lane after preincubation with mAbs and treatment with peptide-N-glycosidase F (PNGase F). The blot was probed with rabbit anti-5HT2c antibody. A sample that was not deglycosylated, a sample that was treated with an intracellular-binding mAb (5H8), and membranes derived from uninduced cells are also shown on the blot.
and plated on slides, and the mAbs were tested by immunocytochemistry. A subset of these experiments is shown in Fig. 3A. The data point to the C-terminal region as being a principal target of all intracellular-reacting mAbs and to a lack of V–VI loop epitopes for any of the mAbs.

The C terminus of 5HT2c extends for 73 residues after the putative palmitoylated cysteine (Cys-387). To further narrow the regions along the C terminus responsible for binding of these mAbs, constructs in which stop codons had been inserted along this region at positions 387, 402, 417, 431, and 445 were expressed as fusions to MBP and assayed for antibody binding. Membranes were absorbed to ELISA plates and tested for reactivity against each of the five intracellular-reactive mAbs as well as one extracellular mAb (1C4) as a control for expression of these truncated receptors (data not shown). Binding of internal mAbs could only be detected when the C terminus was truncated at position 417 or further toward the C terminus (431 and 445). These data suggest that a predominant recognition region for the mAbs reactive to the intracellular side of 5HT2c must reside in the segment comprising residues between 387 and 417.

We also investigated the ability of these mAbs raised against the rat 5HT2c receptor to recognize 5HT2c of human origin as well. The two proteins share ~90% sequence identity, and the distinctions may affect reactivity and thereby help to specify epitopes. Immunocytochemistry on cells transiently transfected with 5HT2c from either species, showed indistinguishable staining patterns with all of the intracellular-reactive mAbs. In contrast, when the extracellular mAbs were tested, staining on human protein appeared to be less intense, and the extent of this decrease seemed to vary according to the mAb applied. To confirm and quantify this impression, membranes derived from cells transiently expressing the human and rat forms of 5HT2c were absorbed to a plate and reactivity toward the mAbs assayed by ELISA. Indeed, all extracellular-reactive mAbs showed decreased reactivity toward the human protein (Fig. 3B), with 1C4 and 1A12 exhibiting the most dramatic reductions. Surprisingly, ELISA signal for the intracellular-reactive group appeared to be substantially enhanced for human protein (2A11 is shown in Fig. 3B). Given the indistinguishable staining patterns between the two species, suggesting comparable protein expression levels per cell, this phenomenon could possibly be due to higher transfection efficiency for the construct bearing the human gene. If taken into account, this could result in an even lower affinity for human versus rat protein for the extracellular-reactive mAbs.

Finally, we examined the effect of glycosylation on recognition. The rat 5HT2c receptor has three sites of attachment for N-linked glycosylation: one at the N terminus and two on the IV–V loop, and the mature protein expressed in mammalian cells is fully modified (F.M. and W.A.H., unpublished observation). Essentially, by the definition given our screening procedures, the presence of sugars did not appear to impede or mask antibody–antigen recognition for the selected antibodies (Figs. 1C, 2, and 3A). We contemplated that the presence of bound antibody might nevertheless affect accessibility to specific carbohydrate sites, but, if fact, the converse seemed true. The addition of saturating concentration of antibody did not prevent subsequent enzymatic cleavage of carbohydrates from the receptor at any site of attachment. Treatment of membranes derived from mammalian cells expressing 5HT2c with endoglycosidase F systematically resulted in complete removal of the carbohydrates from all three sites of attachment (data not shown). No differences in the efficiency of deglycosylation could be observed when these membranes were preincubated with an excess of each mAb reactive to the extracellular side of 5HT2c (Fig. 3C).

**Functional Testing.** Sensitivity of the mAbs to the activation state of 5HT2c was probed by challenging these to immunoprecipitate the agonist (5-HT) and inverse agonist (ketanserin) bound forms of the receptor. Membranes from mammalian cells expressing 5HT2c were treated with saturating concentrations of either ligand, solubilized, and immunoprecipitated with 1A3, 2A11, and 1H9. The blot of the resulting fractions was probed with rabbit anti-5HT2c antibody.

**Fig. 4.** Ligand-state sensitivity. Shown is IP in the presence of 5-HT and ketanserin. Solubilized, mammalian cell-derived membranes expressing 5HT2c were treated with either agonist or antagonist and immunoprecipitated with 1A3, 2A11, and 1H9. The blot of the resulting fractions was probed with rabbit anti-5HT2c antibody.

**Discussion.** We find in this study that a mouse immunized with a detergent-solubilized serotonin receptor from the rat can evoke a potent immune response directed against the receptor in membranes on mammalian cells. By immunizing with purified receptor expressed in bacteria and by testing with receptors in mammalian cell membranes, we efficiently identified truly selective antibodies. After screening 480 hybridoma cell lines by using assays with both receptor-expressing cells and purified receptor molecules, we identified and characterized nine monoclonal antibodies against 5HT2c (SI Table 1). The epitopes of these antibodies were delimited in various tests, showing that the set includes diverse binding sites, both extracellular and cytoplasmic. Most, if not all of these antibodies recognize conformational rather than linear epitopes, including ones that can discriminate the state of activity of the receptor. This response against the rat receptor by the mouse, whose own 5HT2c receptor is 98% identical in sequence to that of the rat, is consistent with predominant if not exclusive neuronal expression of the 5HT2c receptor (23), whereby the mouse immune system is naive to this antigen.

Although the sites of 5HT2c binding for the nine characterized mAbs cannot be defined precisely, certain epitopal aspects are clear. First, by FACS analysis, four of the antibodies definitively bind to the extracellular surface (Fig. 2). That the other five do indeed bind to the cytoplasmic surface is evident from the lack of reactivity to extreme deletions from the C terminus. By contrast, all of the cytoplasmic mAbs bind to a Δ(V–VI) loop deletant and also to the human 5HT2c receptor. Moreover, although there was no binding to rat 5HT2c truncated after residue 387 or 402, binding was restored for the truncations at 417 or thereafter. The human and rat sequences differ at many sites in the V–VI loop and in stretches 384–393 and 425–433 (rat), but they are identical in loops I–II and III–IV and in the 402–417 span identified by deletion analysis as containing
epitopes for the five cytoplasmic antibodies. The epitopes for all of these cytoplasmic antibodies are surprisingly similar at this level of resolution, but they do clearly differ because there are distinctions in Western blotting efficiency (Fig. 1D) and in response to ketanserin-complexed 5HT2c (Fig. 4). There are fine distinctions in the epitope definition for the extracellular mAbs as well. The selected mAbs bind equally well to receptor produced in bacteria (nonglycosylated) and in mammalian cells (fully glycosylated) (Figs. 1B and 2), and none of these mAbs interfere with deglycosylation (Fig. 3C). The sites of glycosylation are in the N-terminal tail and in loop IV–V, and these segments near these sites are not likely epitopes. There are distinctions in binding to rat versus human 5HT2c receptors, which are identical in extracellular loop II–III but differ in loop VI–VII as well as in a portion of the N-terminal tail. Taken together, these observations point to a likely involvement of the II–III loop in some and of the VI–VII loop in others. A schematic illustration of epitope observations is shown in Fig. 5.

GPCR activation, whether by agonist binding as by 5-HT to a serotonin receptor or by photoconversion of 11-cis to all-trans retinal in the case of rhodopsin, leads to changes that must be communicated to the cytoplasmic surface where interactions with the heterotrimeric G protein occur. Biophysical studies, notably EPR labeling experiments, suggest that large conformational changes occur during photoactivation of rhodopsin (35).

In contrast, the recent structure of a photoactivated intermediate of rhodopsin shows little change from the inactive state and highly flexible cytoplasmic domains, leading to the suggestion that this plasticity may facilitate an induced fit binding of the G protein transducin (36). Pharmacological agents known as inverse agonists, such as ketanserin in the case of 5HT2c, are thought to lock the receptor in an inactive, nonsignaling state like that of rhodopsin with 11-cis retinal in the dark; true agonists generate an active state that catalyzes the exchange of GTP for GDP in the Go subunit of an associated heterotrimeric G protein. Antibodies 2A11 and 1H9 cleanly discriminate these two states, binding to receptor in the presence of serotonin but not in the presence of ketanserin. Both of these antibodies engage cytoplasmic surfaces of 5HT2c, including the C-terminal tail, and they clearly see distinct conformations for the two states. How much these might differ remains to be determined, and precise identification of ketanserin with the inactive state may also need work, but our results seem superficially at odds with the suggestion that activated and inactive GPCRs may differ only minimally. Interestingly, none of our four extracellular antibodies discriminate between the serotonin and ketanserin states of 5HT2c.

An important application of monoclonal antibodies, and the main motivation for this study, is their utility in stabilizing flexible proteins and enhancing their probability for crystallization. Conformation-specific antibodies, like natural binding partners, serve to reduce intrinsic flexibility through their interactions. In the case of membrane proteins such as GPCRs, we expect some loss of integrity when removed from their natural lipid bilayer environment into a detergent micelle. Moreover, there is a large entropic penalty for the formation of crystal contacts involving flexible regions. Thus, such regions tend to be excluded from lattice contact and crystallization probability is sharply reduced when a substantial portion of the molecular surface is flexible (37). Because detergent-solubilized surfaces of membrane proteins are inherently flexible, and this is an especially large fraction for many GPCRs, this effect becomes an important factor for GPCR crystallization. The expansion of fixed, water-soluble surfaces through complexation with Fab or Fv antibody fragments increases the probability of membrane-protein crystallization, both theoretically (37) and in practice (16), and there are several successful applications (12, 14, 15, 38).

The mAbs identified here have appropriate characteristics (SI Table 1) for such application with the 5HT2c receptor.

Materials and Methods

Receptor Expression in Mammalian Cells. Stable cell lines were generated by transfection with cDNA for the rat 5HT2c receptor and selection on the basis of introduced markers. NIH 3T3 cell lines stably expressing 5HT2c were generated by antibiotic selection followed by an in vivo amplification step (39). HEK293 GntI1 cell lines for inducible expression of 5HT2c were generated and maintained following published protocols (31). Cells were grown in tissue culture at 37°C.

Receptor Expression in E. coli. An expression construct was introduced into E. coli for the production of 5HT2c as a C-terminal fusion to MBP with a recognition site for tobacco-etch virus protease engineered between these components, as well as a nona-histidine tag at the N terminus of the mature MBP and a streptavidin-binding peptide tag at the receptor C terminus. This fusion protein was under weak Lac promoter control, and cells were grown at 18°C after induction with isopropyl β-D-thiogalactoside.

Isolation of Membranes. Bacteria resuspended from E. coli cell pellets were broken open in a French press, intact cells and debris were removed by centrifugation, and membranes were then pelleted by ultracentrifugation and resuspended by dounce homogenization. Mammalian cells harvested in PBS were pelleted by centrifugation and then were resuspended in dilute salt for osmotic lysis. After dounce homogenization, nuclei were separated by centrifugation and membranes were pelleted and resuspended as for the bacterial membranes. All steps were performed on ice or at 4°C.

Purification of MBP-5HT2c. E. coli membranes were solubilized in a dodecylmaltoside/cholesterol hemisuccinate mixture and cleared of insoluble matter by ultracentrifugation. The 5HT2c fusion protein was then captured on streptavidin beads, eluted with desthiobiotin after separation, cleaved with tobacco-etch virus protease, and cleared of protease, MBP, and uncleaved MBP-5HT2c by passage through Ni2+-nitrilotriacetic acid beads. 5HT2c was concentrated to ∼1 mg/ml and used for immunizations.

Production of Monoclonal Antibodies. Female BALB/c mice were immunized and boosted following established procedures. Animals were tail bleed after the third boost, and sera were tested to select the best candidate for fusion. One animal was euthanized 4 days after boosting. Its spleen was removed and spleen cells were fused with the immunogen.
to myeloma NS-1 cells. Hybridoma cell selection was performed by hypoxanthine, aminopterin, and thymidine selection. Clonal purity was achieved in limiting dilution conditions, and the resulting hybridoma cells were maintained on primary macrophages. All research involving animal subjects was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Immunocytochemistry. NIH 3T3 cells were plated onto glass slides as 50:50 mixtures of parental cells with cells stably transfected with 5HT3c containing a C-terminal KT3 tag, fixed with paraformaldehyde, blocked with goat serum in PBS, and incubated with hybridoma supernatants. Rabbit anti-KT3 antibody (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX) was also included in the preparation, and the secondary antibodies used for detection were Cy3-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) and FITC-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch). Labeled cells were screened on a standard cytometer was used to detect photoemission from a secondary antibody labeled with R-phycocerythrin upon excitation by a krypton–argon laser. The viable cell population was determined by using the forward- and side-scatter characteristics of the cells, and data from 30,000 viable cells were collected for each assay.

FACS Analysis. A Beckman Coulter (Fullerton, CA) Altra flow cytometer was used to detect photoemission from a secondary antibody labeled with R-phycocerythrin upon excitation by a krypton–argon laser. The viable cell population was determined by using the forward- and side-scatter characteristics of the cells, and data from 30,000 viable cells were collected for each assay.

Carbohydrate Cleavage Experiments. Membranes from HEK293 Gnt- cells expressing 5HT2c were suspended either in medium alone or in a hybridoma supernatant and incubated for 2 h at room temperature. Deglycosylations were then performed with N-glycosidase F (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) for 1 h on ice. Results were analyzed by SDS/PAGE in blots probed with rabbit anti 5HT2c antibody.

Detailed aspects of the Materials and Methods are presented as SI Text.
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